GRASPING LEGAL TIME

Time is one of the most important means for the exercise of power. In migration law, it is used for disciplining and controlling the presence of migrants within a certain territory through the intricate interplay of two overlapping but contradicting understandings of time – human and clock time. This book explores both the success and limitations of the usage of time for the governance of migration. The virtues of legal time can be seen at work in several temporal differentiations in migration law: differentiation based on temporality, deadlines, qualification of time and procedural differentiation. Martijn Stronks contests that, hidden in the usage of legal time in migration law, there is an argument for the inclusion of migrants on the basis of their right to human time. This assertion is based in the finite, irreversible and unstoppable character of human time.

Martijn Stronks is an assistant professor at the Amsterdam Centre for Migration and Refugee Law of the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam. He studied law and philosophy at the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam and the University of Cape Town. His main research interests include migration and human rights law, legal philosophy, and time.
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GRASPING LEGAL TIME

Temporality and European Migration Law

MARTIJN STRONKS

Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
This book is dedicated to my old friend Pieter Boeles. Our intergenerational friendship is timeless and, alas, ephemeral – like the central theme of this book.
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SERIES EDITOR’S PREFACE

In this novel study, Martijn Stronks shines a light on the ways in which European migration law operates by examining relevant legal processes through the prism of “time.” Even as he notes that “[t]ime is allegedly the most widely used noun in the English language,” Stronks demands that we critically interrogate this commonplace notion – and specifically that we differentiate between “human time” and “clock time.” His contention is that human time is largely overlooked in migration processes, and that this failure to take account of time as lived experience does a real injustice to migrants.

Much of the book is devoted to explicating what the author refers to as “the slithering character of legal time” – which he argues fails to recognize that human time cannot be stopped, that time traveling in actual human time is not possible, and that there is a dissonance between eternal and mortal time. Stronks then makes the case for decentering the place of legal time and giving more attention to human time, noting the countervailing tendency in European law to insist that durable presence in a state’s territory gives rise to a claim for inclusion. This, then, is the legal toehold that should allow us to take human time more seriously in the migration realm.

Yet, this book is neither a simple critique of the rigidity of legal time nor an unqualified plea for a refocusing of migration law on human time. Stronks rather seeks to shift our attention to the value in law of the notion of “rootedness,” which he sees as embodying an openness to situations not lasting forever and a recognition that there should be a moment in which unlawful presence becomes lawful presence. Grasping Legal Time thus allows the reader to imagine a world in which purportedly meritocratic opportunities for inclusion give way to a more fundamentally humane notion of regularization of status.

James C. Hathaway
Editor, Cambridge Asylum and Migration Studies
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